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Connerly tackles racial issues
0

The UC Regent argues against race-based policies
TRAVIS CooK

Staff Writer
After attending Monday night s
lecture on affirmative action, one
could have an entirely new outlook
on the definition of diversity.
Ward Connerly, a member of the
University of California Board of
Regents, has led a movement to
end affirmative action. His argument is that affirmative action, a
policy which promotes diversity
on a race based point system, especially in the universities, is unjust
Connerly pointed out that race
is still a current issue in our society and that universities are at the
center with so many different races
present Because blacks feel alien
ated from their Lommunitles and

whites are seeing doors closed to ence that last yearof the 25,000 stuthem economically and scholasti- dents who applied
to I.
- IC
schools,
cally, tensions are already running
12,000 had 4.0 (3PAs or greater, and
high and affirmative action only yet the school was accepting stuheightens the problem and allows dents with 3.2 or lower based on minority status. Each campus is aliowed to accept a minimum of 50%
and maximum of 75% on a basis of
academic acheivment alone. "There
is a great danger in the 'race matters' philosophy," Connerly
proclaimed.
Connerly agreed that there ought
to be a policy for accepting students
on a non-academic criteria, however,
people to concentrate even further it should never be based on race,
on race as a divisor. When the white rather leadership or another factor
middle class parents receive letters
based on merit.
from Berkley explaining that their
"If we cannot decide on a policy
son or daughter has been denied to
then we have no national purpose,"
improve diversity, a major problem Connerly pointed out. He said that
arises. Connerly informed the audi- in Rustha, it is felt that one's ethnic

Ihere is a treat danfer
in the iee ijutters'

philosopitv.
--if ird Connerly

background should be private, yet
in the United States, students are
asked to check boxes
correspoding to their race. Students who check a box (specifying that they are a minority) automatically receive a bonus 300
points at UC schools.
Another problem with the
affirmitive action policy, Connerly
explained, was that on the first
day, different ethnic groups are
immediately herded to different
parts of campus, to specified
clubs, dorms and organizations.
After graduation, Connerely said
that these students form racebased organizations, similar to
those they had been recruited into
at school Connerly claimed that
this mentality would never allow
for a united culture.

Changes ease study abroad process
MArr McGrris
Staff Writer
For the Office of International
Programs, the '97-'98 school year
begins with two major changes in
procedure that have Director
Jannie Meisburger hoping will
better prepare students for their
study abroad, both financially and
mentally.
These changes are the culmination a yearlong effort on the part
of International Programs,
Registrar's, Financial Aid and Student Accounts offices to offer
more flexibility to students, albeit
with slightly more paperwork.
Effective Fall 1998, students traveling abroad will be able to apply
federal financial aid and loans to
an extensive list of UPS-approved
study abroad programs. Students
traveling on UPS-affiliated programs will still be able to use university and other scholarships in
addition to the federal aid already
mentioned.
Students wishing to travel
abroad must also complete a new
application to study abroad. Separate from the individual-program
application, this application allows
the University to ensure the preparedness of the student, as well
as giving the student a chance to
research the programs and find the
one that is best for them. All too

NUMEROUS STUDY ABROAD OPTIONS are available to students through
International Programs, located In Warner Gym.
often Meisburger has seen unprepared students go abroad only to find
that the program was not what was
expected, the credits weren't approved, nor had they thought about
future academic planning. Following Meisburger's advice (which is
now formalized in the new studyabroad approval application) will
allow students to take care of all of
these issues before leaving.
Meisburger wants students to know
exactly what type of program they
are getting into
The most obvious reason for these

changes is the rapidly expanding
number of students who are studying abroad (146 students last year).
Because of this increase, it is important that UPS is able to monitor study
abroad programs to ensure they meet
UPS' academic standards. The current UPS approved-program list already includes 37 different countries
and offers a wide variety of academic opportunities from Argentina
to Zimbabwe, and students may petition to add more. Meisburger urges
interested students to come to her
office (upstairs in Warner) or attend

any of the study abroad interest
meetings publicized in the Tattler.
Concurrent with these developments is the formation of the new
International Club. This new club,
with ASUPS approval pending,
hopes to become a forum for the
sharing of cultures for both American students interested in other cultures, as well as a taste of American culture for international students studying at UPS. The Club
already has 15 students, and meets
weekly on Thursdays at 7:30 p.m.
Check the Tattler for location.
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Budget talks
to commence
next week
BECKY BROWMNG

Asst. News Editor
Hearings for the UPS Budget Task
Force begin next week and will continue into late November.
These meetings allow the Task
Force to hear presentations from
budget managers of University departments, in addition to reviewing
other student and faculty opinions
submitted in writing.
The Budget Task Force is an in-stitution that dates back many years.
It provides a way to consult students
and faculty when developing the
major budget assumptions that the
University faces every year," explained Vice President for Finance
and Administration Mike Rothman.
The Task Force will meet once a
week during the fall semester to discuss budget matters ranging from the
tuition fees to faculty pay increases.
Long range University goals for enroliment, student financial aid, faculty and staff compensation are key
in the budgeting process. Official
recommendations then are made to
President Pierce, for consideration
and eventual presentation to the
Board ofTrustees. All recommendations remain confidential until
spring semester.
Membership on the Task Force
requires each individual to represent
the best interests of the entire University, rather than a particular special interest group. Two students
serve staggered two year terms.
Appointed by the ASUPS President, and then interviewed and selected by President Pierce, these students are expected to display excellent communication abilities, an
ability to think holistically and deal
with confidential issues in a professional way.
Representatives are selected early
in the fall semester and begin work
with the group immediately. Senior
Lisa Bloedel is now serving her second term on the task force, and this
year's student addition isjuniorAngela Welch.
The Faculty Senate also elects two
representatives to the board in a
similar manner. Both faculty and student participants also act as liaisons
between the Task Force and their respective governing bodies. The
panel also includes the Academic
'Vice President and the Vice President for Finance and Administration.

Students to
'Take Back
the Night'
DEBBIE AVNER

Staff Writer
On Monday, Oct. 27th, the University of Puget Sound will host the
third annual "Take Back the Night"
march.
"Take Back the Night" is a proactive event aimed at drawing attention to the issue of sexual violence
on college campuses nationwide and
on our home campus.
Events will kick off at 8:00 p.m.
with speaker Tamatha Thomas, a
representative of the Sexual Assault
Center of Pierce County. The event
will take place on the music building steps or the Rasmussen
Rotunda,weather permitting. Fol-

We iire expeetinii cent
turnout this year !h
Ave ii Jot of 11lluIlflllS
suijiport."
—heather (]IIIJIIJIJ1IIIIIJ

"What did you look for in a candidate in this
weeks ASIJPS election?"
October 7-13

"Man, I vote for the most radical dude out of all the dudes running
to represent us dudes."
—"Ted" Theodore Logan

• A security staff member discovered a clothes washing machine and
a kitchen range illegally dumped
under the tree on the west of the
Wheelock Student Center.
• A security staff member observed a vehicle causing damage to
the lawn between two fraternity
houses on Union Avenue. The staff
member was not able to safely obtain the vehicle license number.

"I will vote for the person who wants to change our
lawn watering policy. Watering the lawns after it rains
only increases the amount of fertilizers contaminating
the ground water even further."
—Bum Gin

• A student reported his car stereo, several compact discs and a set
of golf clubs were stolen from his
vehicle while it was parked behind
his fraternity house on Union Avenue. There were no signs of forced
entry to the vehicle; however, the
owner was sure he had locked it.
• The fire alarm system in
Regester Hall was maliciously activated. The pull station on the first
floor was found depressed.
• Security staff members observed and contacted a student who
was operating a vehicle recklessly
on campus.

"I will vote for any candidate in favor of
turning the SUB into a petting zoo."
—Matt Bryant

/
Photo Poll by A. Barker

lowing the speech, students will partake in a campus wide march circling
the breadth of the entire campus.
Heather Cunninghan, Student
Coordinator of SIRGE (Sexuality
Issues Relationship and Gender Exploration), explains the event as a
campus-wide march ofboth men and
women, freshman and upperclasmen united in chanting statements
such as "Students unite. Take back
the night."
"Participants in the march range
from all areas of the university," said
Cunningham. The march is open to
those that have been affected by
sexual violence directly or indirectly
and to students that wish to speak out
against sexual violence.
An open mic and candle lighting
vigil in remembrance of those that
did not survive sexual violence will
conclude the march.
Students are invited to share experiences of sexual violence in an environment where they will be supported.
"We are expecting a great turnout
this year," said Cunningham, "In fact
we think this is going to be the best
year yet. Students have seen us
[SIRGE] and heard about the event.
We have a lot of campus support."
The event is co-sponsored by
SIRGE, SHAC (Student Health
Awareness Club), Understanding
Sexuality, and Women's Studies.
This year the event will be organized by Sophomore SIRGE participant Lisa Poole.
For more information how to get
involved in the event or any of the
sponsoring organizations, contact
Heather Cunningham at 759-4318,
or Donn Marshal in Counseling,
Health and Wellness at x1555.
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Thompson Talks will feature Sara Merz of the University of the Pacific. She'll discuss "From Ecosystems
to Tournaments: A Look at Competition Graphs" on Oct.
16 at 4:00 p.m. in Thompson 124.
People Living with AIDS will host speakers from
Pierce County AIDS foundation will talk about their experiences living with AIDS, Oct. 16 at 6:30 p.m. in the
Shelmidine Room. AN informal discussion on STD/HIV
transmission will follow.
On Oct. 25 at 7:30 p.m. the GuestArtist Series at Puget
Sound will present world renowned Ani Kavafian, vioun, with Duane Hulbert, piano, and members of the NW
Chamber Orchestra. Works by Strauss, Prokofiev, and
Dvorak will be played. Tickets are free to students with
current UPS ID. Pick up your reserved seat now at the
Infocenter.
Don't miss 3-time Grammy nominee Pancho Sanchez
when he plays with the UPS Jazz band on Oct. 25 at 8:00
p.m. in Marshall Hall. Sanchez is widely considered to
be one of the greatest congueros of Latin jazz percussion.

Organ at Noon returns on Oct. 17 at 12:05 p.m. in Kilworth Chapel.
Joseph Adam, newly appointed organ faculty member, will present a
concert of works by Arnie, Bach, Bruhns, and Saint-Saens.
Calobo is appearing with Fools Progress on Oct. 29 in Marshall Hall.
Tickets are $5 at the Infocenter.
Tickets for the Fall Lake Inside Theatre Production "Our
Country's Good" by Timberlake Wertenbaker, directed by Geoff Proehl,
are on sale at the Infocenter. The show opens Oct. 24 with additional
performances on Oct. 25 at 2:00 p.m. and 7:30 p.m., Oct. 30 at 7:30
p.m., Oct31 at 7:30 p.m., and Nov. 1 at 2:00 p.m. and 7:30 p.m.

Students for a Free Tibet
hope to raise awareness
TOM PERRY

News Editor
The issues facing a country across
the globe are now being brought a
lot closer to home, thanks to five students here. Students for a Free Tibet (SFF) is led by Jessica O'Learly,
Amy Hughes, Amy Verardo, Nathlie
Williams, and Stacey Brown, who
all have personal experience with the
country. "We really want to let
people here know what is going on
in Tibet and how we, as students, can
help," stated Brown.
In 1949, the People's Republic of
China invaded and occupied Tibet.
According to the group's handbook,
the Dalai Lama, his government, and
some 100,000 Tibetans were forced
into exile. In addition, 1.2 million
Tibetans—one out of six—have died
as a direct result of the Chinese occupation, and over 6,000 monasteries have been destroyed.
"A lot of people don't know anything about the situation in Tibet and

by the U.S. Tibet Committee and the
International Campaign for Tibet.
The national office is located in New
York City.
With nearly 80 college chapters
nation-wide, Brown hopes students
here will become involved in this
organization. "Anyone who has any
questions or concerns may come to
our meetings," she said. "We recommend that anyone comes to our
meetings, even if they don't know
anything about Tibet."
The group meets every Monday
at 7 p.m. in WSC 101 (location subject to change). "We had a great turnout at our first meeing," she stated.
"People really were enthusiastic to
learn more about the stmggles in
Tibet." Last Friday, about 15 members of the group went to see "Seven
into the world, we will know what Years in Tibet." According to
is going on." Verardo, "The movie was very baStudents for a Free Tibet is an sic, but I think it gave people an unumbrella organization comprised of derstanding of the situation in the
student groups across the nation. country." For more information,
SFT was formed in August of 1994 contact Brown at 539-0907.

we really want to increase education
regarding this situation," Brown
stated. "We want to raise student
awareness so that when we go out
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Thompson Talks
with Sarah Merz of the
University of the Pacific
4:00 p.m.
TH124 Free

"Distinguished Writer's
Senes
6:00 p.m.
Pantages Theater Free

"

Tacoma Third Thursday Art
Walk
500 p.m.
Downtown Tacoma
Call 593-4331 for more info.

}

"People Living with AIDS "
Speakers from Pierce
County AIDS Foundation
6:30 p.m.
Shelmidine Room Free

Friday /11th
'
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' EXTRA $$$

Launching new company.
Looking for fun motivated people. Ground floor
opportunity. VT/FT. Flexible hours and training.
Call 984-7008.
~

-

$1000s POSSIBLE TYPING. Part Time. At
home. Toll free 800-218-9000 ext T-9448 for listings.

-

Looking for part-time child care for 2-year
old. One block from campus. Loving family, cute
toddler. If interested call Angela 761-0274.

Olympia Film Festival
For shows and locations
call (360) 754-6670

.

p

"The Cnnk The Thief His

-

Wife and Her Lover"
Midnight
Rialto Theater $5.00

--

-

-

Souday /10th

s. EXTRA INCOME FOR '97. Earn $500$1000 weekly stuffing envelopes. For details,
RUSH $1.00 with SASE to: GROUP FIVE,
6547 N. Academy Blvd. Dept. N., Colorado
Springs, CO, 80918.

TRAVEL-TEACH ENGLISH. World Wide
TESOL Training Institute offers an intensive 5
.

day certificate course (evelwknds) to certify you
as a Teacher of English (TESOL). 1000's ofjobs
avail. NOW! Free info pack. Call toll-free. 1888-486-6612. Next course: Seattle, Nov 1923.

For Sale

p,

Paula Cole
8:00p.m.
Moore Theatre $24.50
.p

SEIZED CARS from $175. Porsches,
Cadillacs, Chevys, BMWs, Corvettes. Also
Jeeps, 4WDs. Your area. Toll free 800-218-9000
ext. A-9448 for current listings.
GOV'T FORECLOSED HOMES from pennies on $1. Delinquent tax, repos, REOs. Your
area. Toll free 800-218-9000 ext. H-9448 for
current listings.

Ol ympia Film Festival
For shows and locations
call (360) 754-6670
$3-$ 12

Seattle Opera Preview
"The Marriage of Figaro"
Featuring members of the
Seattle Opera Young Artist
Outreach Program
12:10p.m.
Concert Hall Free

-

-

1997 Earshot Jazz Festival
Various locations
Call (206) 547-9789 for more
information.

Tuesday / 21st

(

Washington Citizen Action Want to make
history while making a living? National Campaign for Equality We are looking for committed individuals for our education and outreach
program. Leadership training, $310 to $420 per
week, plus bonus and benefits. Travel opportunities, diverse work environment. 253-759-1477

Q~
-

-

Paula Cole
800 p.m.
Moore Theatre $24.50

-

1j

Saturday I lath

(...rn.1

Blue Mouse Theater $5.00

Employment

Q~

"The Cook, The Thief, His
Wife and Her Lover"
Midnight
Rialto Theater $5.00

-

Organ at Noon "
Joseph Adam performing
works by Arnie, Bach,
Bruhns and Saint-Saens
12:05 p.m.
J-'.L'yy'JL "

.

--

=

j)

"The Creature from the
Black Lagoon 3D"
6:00 p.m. & 8:30 p.m.
Mc 003
$1 with UPS ID

Olympia Film Festival
For shows and locations
call (360) 754-6670
$3-$l2

"

"Jeffrey"
part of "Cine Aids: The
01 HI V/AIDS Epidemic on
Film Series"

Monday / 20th

The Creature from the
Black Lagoon 3D "
7:00 p.m. & 9:30 p.m.
Mc 003
$1 with UPS ID

1997 Earshot Jazz Festival
Various locations
Call (206) 547-9789 for more
information.

--

1997 Earshot Jazz Festival
Various locations
Call (206) 547-9789 for more
information.

* Boldface type denotes

Part-time, swim coach needed. Afternoons.
Call 841-7760.
es.

Olympia Film Festival
For shows and locations
call (360) 754-6670
$3-$12

Wednesday / 22nd

Olympia Film Festival
For shows and locations
call (360) 754-6670
$3-$12

.

1997 Earshot Jazz Festival
Various locations
Call (206) 547-9789 for more
information.
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Caesars

Great Taste! Great Price! Pizza! Pizza!
BIG!BIG! Small 14" 1 topping..........$5.99
BIG!BIG! Medium 16" 1 topping.......$7.99
BIG!BIG! Large 18" 1 topping..........$9.99
WORLD FAMOUS CRAZY BREAD..... $1.59

SECURE YOUR FUTURE
Resumes That Get You Hired
Professional resume highlights
your strengths and assets
A Total You approach results in
more job offers.
Student discount.
Free Consultation.
Call now for appointment
581-7938
Abbacy Resumes &

tI 99 ExTRA

North End Juice Bar and Espresso
•

•

WE DELIVEIRM
6Th & SPRAGUE 272-3232
WE DELIVER CAMPUS AREA FOR ONLY $2

HOURS: Sun

-

Thur 11 to 9PM / Fri & Sat 11 to 10PM

FREE 12 OZ MOCHA OR LATTE
with redemption of this coupon: good through October 31

i;ii

2716 N. 21st
• 759-2428
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Only Five Blocks From Campus

CHEESE OR TOPPINGS

ANY SIZE!!!

Celebrate our One Year
Anniversary with a

I

-

Tortilla Wrap and Bagel Sandwiches
Fruit Smoothies
Soup
Fresh Squeezed Vegetable and Fruit Juice
Bakery Items

Live Music every
Friday! 7 9 pm

Open:

Mon.-Fri. 6:30 am 9:00 pm
S.&Sun.8:30arn-9:O0prn
-

-

-

-

-
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Stay smart, Kittty- skilp 'The Trip'
Sister 7— This the Trip
TED SPAS

Music Columnist
Okay, so in my hometown the hippie girls go out to punk rock shows
(No, I don't understand why. The
only explanation I
can give is that
maybe they go out
to every single
*
y
show in town, regardless of what
the music sounds
like.) and stand at the front of the
room doing The Kitty Dance. This
is very annoying to all the punk rockers who want to jump on each other's
faces, and there's really nothing to
be done about it because there's a
punk rock code against beating up
hippie girls who are doing The Kitty
Dance. Really the only way to clear
the floor is for that one kid with the
really punk rock girlfriend to somehow engineer a chick fight (of
course, if the kid in question was my
friend Dixie, you could just skip the
goddamn middleman. Dixie was a
red-haired bisexual punk who
worked at House of Fabrics and
she'd KICK YOUR KITTY

DANCE-DOING ASS!). The punk
rock girl would then shove the hippie girls outside, under the pretense
of starting trouble, but then she'd
just smoke cigarettes while the hip
pie girls went home to sulk. Order
would be restored,
and we could all
pogo around and
let the guitarist
from The Banned
(the man who
originally coined
the term "Kitty Dance," actually)
spit beer on us.
So how do you do The Kitty
Dance? It's simple. You ball your
hands up into sort of a flat-fist "paw"
configuration and bat at the air in
front of you like a boxing kitty.
Couple this with a sort of arrhythmic hip-shimmy and you've mastered The Kitty Dance. Congratulations. You look like a cretin.
So what does this have to do with
anything? Look, John Denver is
DEAD, and he's never coming back.
The plane went down, he burned up,
and now he gets to be enshrined in
the annals of music right next to
Buddy Holly and Richie Valens and

even the slightly less talented Big
Bopper. This cringing little whiner
has achieved ROCK IMMORTAL1TY, and he shouldn't even be allowed to drink Buddy Holly's piss.
"Thank God I'm a country boy?"
Thank God the plane crash got to
you before I did, Denver! Ah, but all
my sound and
fury is in vain.
John Denver is a
LEGEND, and
what's to be
done about it?
Nothing. It's just
one of those casual little blasphemies we'll be
seeing more and
more of as the
millennium approaches. It's wrong, but it won't
destroy the world. It's like hippie
girls. It's like The Kitty Dance. It's
like the new album from Sister 7.
Ha HA! You thought I'd let the
week go by without slagging someone off, eh? Foolish mortals! The
album in question is called This The
Trip, if you can believe anything that
stupid could get by the label execs,

they've never actually owned a rap
record), he dutifully writes it down,
and the reviewer (me) is left scratching his head and trying to puzzle out
which bits are meant to be trippy and
which bits are meant to be hoppy. I
suspect that the murky washes of
guitar and bass are meant to be
trippy, and all the bits that sound
absolutely nothing like hip-hop are
meant to be hoppy.
Fine, whatever. It's disgusting
that "trip-hop" outfits don't have to
listen to hip-hop records anymore,
but it's a minor blasphemy. It pales
next to the insipid badness of the
lyrics on this record. Submitted for
your approval, from the title track,
"This the trip, trip on baby come
along, this the trip, drip on with your
give me some." Is it disgusting? Is
it clever? Is it in English? I can't tell,
and it doesn't matter anyway. All the
damn lyrics are screeched out in the
sort of sub-Alanis whine that's all
the rage right now, all the songs
sound the same, and all their fans
will be doing The Kitty Dance, I
guarantee.
Sister 7. John Denver. The Kitty
Dance. Where's my goddamn drink?

Harmonic convergence.
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Double CD honors PiLxites memory
Pixies - Death to the PL'des
KEITH TTJTLAUSKY

A&E Editor

I first heard the Pixies while I was sixteen years old, sitting
sideways in the back of an old blue Toyota Land Cruiser. The
driver was one of the hippest kids I knew in high school; not
only had he heard
these catchy and
scary tunes, but he
knew all the lyrics
'
by heart. Only the
privileged few understood the P
I believed; their music seemed like the gateway to a culture I
did not yet understand. In short, it was college rock.
In a few years, I was sure, the Pixies would be considered
the godfathers of some strange new era in popular music. And
I, having known such a hipster, would be way on top of the
curve. Later I found out that the Pixies printed lyrics to their
songs in their three most popular albums. Oh well...
Years later, I listen to the Pixies and realize I' m now one of
the only people I know who knows the lyrics by heart. What's
worse, the songs don't sound quite as fresh. The guitar parts
don't sound quite as inspired, somehow. The chord progressions sound a little. . . used. And what's up with that screaming? How outré.
What was fresh, noisy, irreverent, but surprisingly tuneful
in 1992 is now generic alternative. To the casual listener, the
Pixies sound pretty much like everything that has been released during the Bush administration.
What happened? Kurt Cobain. By the songwriter's own admission, "Smells Like Teen Spirit" was an intentional Pixies
rip-off. Since 1992, the year of the Pixies' breakup and, coincidentally, the year grunge broke, the face of popular music
has completely changed. Black Francis' chunky, hard-soft
rhythm guitar lines have been ripped off left and right. His
freaky screams became almost essential to scoring a hit single.
The inimitable lead style of Joey Santiago has filtered down
to the likes of Better than Ezra. Kim Deal's spare bass playing
and girlie vocals have inspired a whole generation of female
rock performers. David Lovering's drum technique. . . well,
nobody's touched that.
The new Pixies retrospective, cleverly titled Death to the
Pixies, comes with the dates 1 987- 1 99 1 prominently featured
on its cover. It is precisely because of the "alternative revolution" that this dating is necessary: nobody knows who the Pixies were or when they recorded their albums. If the listener
keeps these dates in mind, however, the importance of the Pixies immediately becomes clear.
The first disc is a greatest-hits compilation; the classic Pixies tunes "Here Comes Your Man" and "Where Is My Mind?"
are to be found there, as well as cult favorites such as "Nimrod's
Son" and "Gouge Away." Though the Pixies changed up their
sound quite a bit in their few years together, the song sequence
keeps the disc as focused as it is compelling. My only complaint is that the compilers at 4AD decided to leave off "Head
On" from the 1991 album Trompe le Monde. Any proper Pixies best-of would include this exuberant cover of the surprisingly well-behaved Jesus and Mary Chain tune.
The second disc is a live recording from the Pixies'
Bossanova tour, a period rightly described by the record company folks as the peak of the quartet's career. The live disc
graciously includes thickened-up, arena-style versions of
skronky older tunes such as "Broken Face" and "Isla de
Encanta." Newer tunes like "Hangwire" and "Allison" demonstrate the mastery of craft and performance that the Pixies
achieved immediately before their long, bitter break-up. Particularly notable in the live performances is Joey Santiago's
guitar; it consistently fills the empty space left by Francis and
Deal's spare rhythms with noisy and melodic strains. You may
ask yourself: what is Santiago doing during the beginning of
"Something Against You?" And you may ask yourself what
the whole band is doing during the extended noise jam of
"Vamos." They're making history, that's what.
By the time the second disc of Death to the Pixies reaches a
CiOS, the listener has been treated to a comprehensive sampling of the single most important "alternative" (not that the
term existed then) band of the post-post-punk, pre-Nirvana

era. Fuck Jane's Addiction and the Red
Hot Chili Peppers and all that drug-damaged West Coast bloat. When Black
Francis half-sings "You get torn down
and I get erected" on the pigfuck anthem
"Dead," he hits deeper than any L.A.
pretty boy ever could, partially because
you know he's a chubby, short-haired,
dorky-looking white guy who might just
really lose it some day.
All the same, you can't forget the Pixies' haunting, infectious melodies. The
charming "Here Comes Your Man," the
slow "U.K. Surf' live version of "Wave

PRINCIPLES

of Mutilation," and the epic quasi-ballad
"Where is My Mind?" are don't-make'em-like-they-used-to examples of pure
collegiate pop, whimsical but not at all
innocent.
Though the poppy Doolittle is a bit
over-represented (with 15 out of 38
songs), the balance of songs on Death to
the Pixies does justice to a band that was
ignored in its own time and, all too unfortunately, is now known primarily by
dint of the many lesser imitators that now
crowd the airwaves.If you don't own the
Pixies' studio.albums, you must own this.
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Green Day gets fancy, ends up more punk
JASON JAxn'Is

Green Day. Producer Rob Cavallo and
his boy tossed violins, harmonicas, a
horn section, an entire symphony's
string section, and acoustic Billie Joe
into the mix in an attempt to redefine their
music and take it in
.
the direction they always wanted. In this
hefty endeavor, they
failed. The introduction of various music instruments are
slight and nervous, prancing around
the edges of what remains their distinct pop-punk sound. Never does their
new sound actually dominate or even
begin to threaten their Lookout records
roots. This isn't a bad thing, though,
because Green Day has simultaneously become very good at playing
fast and relentless.
I HATED THESE GUYS EVER
SINCE 'LONGVIEW,' I'M NOT

Coordinating Editor
I HATE GREEN DAY!
Quickly, before anyone thinks you
are actually reading a -gasp!- Green
Day music review, utter the quote
above and then proceed. I'll provide
you with helpful comments (though
you should alter them a little to avoid
sounding like the guy next to you)
throughout the article to keep people
from suspecting you of interest in this
sell-out band, let alone actual, genuine curiosity.
THEY HAVE T-SHIRTS AT HOT
TOPIC! FUCk 'EM!
Nimrod, the latest album from Billie
Joe, Tre, and Mike Dimt, has been
touted from day one as a deviant experiment in punk rock. After having
listened to the album, this remains to
be seen, but it certainly is different for

KIDDING!
Thankfully the band feels guilty
about their deviations in sound and
make up for a barrage of three and
a half minute
pop radio hits
with an equal
\
amount of
adrenaline
p u in p i n
screamers.
"Platypus (I hate you)," "Reject"
and "Take Back" scorch with the
fervor of "Jaded" and "F.O.D." from
previous albums and carry the album when it begins to drag. It's
amazing, but when Green Day was
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actually considered punk rock,
they weren't, but now that every one considers them sell-out
alterna-rockers they are putting together some of their best, and most
punk music. "Hitchin' a ride" is the
best example of this, and is also
the only evidence of the band successfully blending outside instruments (violins) with their own
sound. It's a catchy, jazz-influenced tune that explodes with punk
ferocity just when it should. Per haps the best thing the band has
ever done.
HOW CAN YOU TALK
ABOUT GREEN DAY WHEN

JOHN DENVER JUST DIED?
As a whole, their lyrical renovations hardly leave much of an impression, except for a horrific, fourminute "no vocals, we'll let their
musical talent shine" endeavor entitled "Last ride in," and Billie Joe's
acoustic tragedy "Good Riddance."
These are very bad songs, there's
no way around it. As a whole, the
album has enough bright spots and
bursts of frenzied two-chord rocking to warrant purchase.
THIS GUY REVIEWED THE
NEW GREEN DAY CD! LET'S
FIND HIM AND KICK HIS
TREND-LOVING ASS!

Julie Staton
Staff Writer
Walking the Dead Diamond River, by
Edward Hoagland, is a book of essays that
addresses a number of issues that vary from
everyday thoughts and events to subjects that
are overlooked by many of us. Hoagland is an
incredible writer and has a very interesting
outlook on life. He approaches subjects such
as women's liberty, clowning, and even dogs
with a truthful frankness and sense of humor
that is sometimes unusual in today's politically
correct world.
Many of Hoagland's essays are about the
New England wilderness. He
gives a historical perspective on
the area that he speaks of and
helps the reader understand why
the wilderness is important to
him, and to us all, historically.
His love for wilderness comes
through in his writing.
The Washington Post even
compares him to Henry David
Thoreau as an essayist.
However, the wilderness is
not all that he writes about. I was
amazed at his thoughtful
exploration of political issues
and his ability to mix these issues
with me everyaay annoyances or
celebrations that we can all relate to.
It is his essays like the ones about politics
that show what an educated man Hoagland is.
He has written essays about assasination that
bring to me a new perspective. He talks very
historically about famous assasinations like
John Kennedy's death. His bluntness and
honesty about his own feelings is something
that allows me to see death and assasination
from a new point of view.
He also discussed issues such as women's
liberty, jury duty and law, our definitions of

success, and even sex. He plunges into these
subjects with a bluntness and lack of formality
that allows his audience to relate to him. Even
though these issues are still topics of debate
and play an important role in the political
world today, it is a good idea to keep in mind
that this book was written in the late 1960's.
I thought that the coolest thing about this
book was Hoagland's ability to find
amusement, and sometimes annoyance, in the
things that people often consider to be
insignificant. However, I was amazed to
discover that I also found his essays on
clowning and dogs intelligent and thoughtprovoking. I will
admit that! am never
going to be able to
look at a clown again
without analyzing his
actions and
expressions.
Hoagland observes
that there is a
"seething irritant that
seems to bother all
clowns." And being a
lover of dogs, his
essay that speaks in
the defense of dogs is
was one of my
favorites.
Edward Hoagland is a terrific essayist
and I recommend his book, Walking on the
Dead Diamond River. His writing is easy to
read and he really takes the reader along on
his adventures. My favorite essays were those
that found importance in the little things that
usually get overlooked--dogs, cows, and
meatcutters. Hoagland addresses everyday
life with excitement and a sense of humor,
and he is a writer that we can relate to and
understand even if we don't always agree with
him.

Jason Jakaitis
Coordinating Editor

When Orson Scott Card wrote Ender 's Game
in 1977 he created what is hands down the most
gripping and thrilling science fiction novel ever
written. He followed it with three more novels in what
became to be known as the Ender Quarter,each of
them offering up a fascination and complex universe
with amazing people, but none could match the
intensity of his first novel. Ender Game won both
the Hugo and Nebula awards for Science Fiction
writing in 1977 and the countless fans return to the
well-worn pages of their personal copies every year.
Ender's Game centers around Earth in the
distant future, regrouping after a horrific inter-galactic
war with the Buggers, a superior race of insect aliens
who were narrowly defeated by the ingenuitive forces
of Earth. In the future, the governemnt has implants
placed in every child, testing their capacity for
military excellence. One child, a "Third" (a rare thirdborn child of a family, normally outlawed but allowed
by the governemnt when a particular gene pool shows
promise) named Andrew "Ender" Wiggin establishes
himself as a preminent hope for Earth against a second
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) esperately seeking somethio
to do over fall break? Search no
compiled a list of four grand bo
of expanding your mind...

Bugger invasion. He is taken from his family and his
Card also conjures up images that any teen or twentysomething reader can find incredibly engrossing.
beloved sister to train in satellite military installations,
Large-scale mock battles (conducted by armies of 10where he quickly rises through the ranks—due mostly
year old military prodigies) in zero gravity combine
to a bri1lint tactical intelligence and a young,
our uresent day obsession with
malleable mind that hasn'teen
sports and war into an amazing
regimented to specific learning
series of chapters that combine
processes like older minds.
strategy with tension, emotion and
Wiggin is mankind's last hope
powerful
imagery.
against a vastly superior force of
Card establishes Ender as a
aliens.
truly amazing character, blessed
Much of Card's brilliance
with a mind far superior to others,
becomes apparent in his narrative
while also possessing a compassion
style, weaving in variety of
that proves to be both his strength
perspectives from dozens of
and his weakness. The story, amidst
detailed characters. Each adds a
all the inter-galactic warfare and
new, fantastic examination of the
by Orson Scott Card
endless conflict, is actually about
events that unfold. While Ender's
Ender's lonely fight to retain his
perspective usually dominates the
own moral values and decency
narrative, the point of view
while the entire world around him
narrative from the Powers-that-be
ff.'r n fri htnin 1rrlc -,t uih,t
demands he be a lethal killing
instrument. It is in this tenuous
the child is getting into and also
balance that Ender must find the means to save the
creates a fantastic, omniesicient presence that Ender
is contantly in combat with throughout the novel.
world as well as his ragged soul, and it is here that
Card truly fashions a masterpiece of sci-fi literature.
Along with a fantastic storytelling approach,

The Magus, by John Fowles, is a book about
the plight of Nicholas Urfe and his inability to face
confrontation at the crossroads of relationships.
Nicholas meets this girl named Alison in England.
He actually likes her, but she leaves to go to Australia,
so he gets angry and takes a teaching job at a boarding
school in Greece.
Nicholas goes to the
mythical Greek island of Phraxos to
escape England and Alison, his epic
nemesis. There he meets millionare
Conchis
psychotherapist
(pronounced "conscience").
Conchis uses a whole arsenal of
World War anecdotes, real life
actor's guilds, juxtaposed twins, and
drug intoxicated pagan film rituals
to induce in Nicholas some good
introspective thinking.
The war anecdotes tell
about a battle where Conchis had to
lie under a corpse for a few days in
order to avoid being killed by the
German troops. In another one, he
refuses to beat a fellow POW to death so the Nazis
gun him down. In the real life actor's guilds, Nicholas

meets Lily, who unbeknownst to him has a twin. Of
course he only sees them as types of situations, not
as people—he makes them sexual objects. In the druginduced pagan film ritual, he is forced to watch a
movie of Alison, who has been in on it all along,
having sex with a "big" guy—while on some really
cool drugs.
By the end of the novel, Nicholas is able to
confront Alison and accept the consequences that
follow. Fowles, however, doesn't
give any actual text for these
consequences, so the reader is left
to wonder.
All kinds of secrets are
hidden in this 600-plus page
novel by literary guru John
Fowles. You'll learn history,
geography, and be induced to reevaluate your own sheltered
existence.
Secret tip: try taking the
letters 'ch' out of certain names,
and re-arranging them to make
new names. For example,
Conchis becomes icons. These
anagrams will help to understand
certain dilemmas in the novel,
which is a must for any curious student wondering
about life's subtle meanings.

The voice is to consider this ancient mindset to be an
equivalent state to schizophrenia in modern times. In
fact, Jaynes believes that schizophrenics may well
They say you can't judge a book by its cover, be living examples of this ancient mindset,
but in this particular case you can. As you can see, unfortunately cast into a unicamerally conscious
society. On the other hand, in
Julian Jaynes' "Origin of
Egyptian times, forexample, the
Consciousness in the Breakdown of
left side of the brain would hear
the Bicameral Mind" has a, shall we
the commands of the pharaoh or
say, functionalistic cover. It would
commanding officer and blindly
seem that Professor Jaynes
follow them. Unless a
considered his work to be above
particularly stressful situation
such trivialities as illustration or
presented itself, the worker
color. And, in fact, the book is every
would simply continue pushing
bit as bold as the font on the cover.
blocks to build a pyramid or
In this book, Jaynes proposes
hypostyle hall or whathaveyou.
that the human mind was, in its
As the centuries rolled on,
primordial state, functionally
and the strict king-and-peon
divided such that consciousness, as
ynes
by Julian Ja
organization of earliest
we know it, did not exist. The left
civilization lossened a bit, Jaynes
side of the brain, which contains
believes that a new unification of
man's speech abilities, was the
the two minds began. As a
center of normal consciousness.
literary example of the shift,
While under the influence of the left
side of the brain, man was basically an animal with Jaynes cites both Greek and Hebrew texts. The
"Iliad," Jaynes claims, is representative of the
speech, unquestioning and almost robotic. In times
bicameral mindset, for the characters in the story do
of stress, however, Jaynes proposes that a faculty in
not believe themselves to have souls separate from
the right hemishphere, corresponding to the language
their actual life-energy or vitality. By the time of the
faculties in the left, took control of man's psyche.

"Odyssey," though, Jaynes believes that the Greeks
had achieved unicameral consciousness.
Correspondingly, there is discussion of a inner spirit
in the Augustinian sense.
Jaynes also believes that the story of the fall of
Adam and Eve is representative of man's switch to
the unicameral mind. Previously, gods talked to man,
but as the two hemispheres of the mind grew unified,
the voices of the gods grew fainter and fartherbetween and finally stopped altogether.
Jaynes' historical documentation for this thesis
is a little bit suspect. He has a remarkable amount of
supportingevidence, but it does not all come together
in a wholly convincing way. Part of the problem, of
course, is that nobody sat around writing "I am not
conscious," so Jaynes must rely on interpolation and
those later times when the unicameral man began
writing "I am conscious."
Jaynes assumes throughout his book that his
hypothetical man is right-handed, which is slightly
confusing for lefties like myself. But Jaynes' hope is
that others more qualified to study art and literature
will pick up the work that he has done on basic human
psychology. Even with its sometimes shaky
foundations, "The Origin of Consciousness in the
Breakdown of the Bicameral Mind" is every bit as
impressive as you would expect from such a
provocative title.

Bud Wilson
Guest Writer
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Ria_ exciting and educational
rurther—he Trail has
all with a different style
Keith Turausky
A&E Editor

by John
Fowles
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College sports
corrupting fast
Netters st]*111
ranked first
Scorr R. LEONARD
Staff Writer

JEANNIE LEE

Staff Writer
As the volleyball season
progresses, so does the success of
the Lady Loggers.
Last week, the team defeated two
more NCIC opponents, Linfield
College and Pacific University, winning 3-0 in each. The Loggers are
now 14-2 on the season overall and
a perfect 9-0 in the conference with
a ten match winning streak.
On the national level, the Loggers
have made a two-place jump from
last week up to its current eighth
place ranking.
Last Friday, the ildcats were the
eighth team to contribute to the Loggers' winning streak here at the
Memorial Fieldhouse. Junior
Stephanie Johnson contributed
largely the 15-12, 15-12, 15-8 win
by dominating the play at the net.
In game one, the Loggers took an
early lead at 13-5 before Linfield
rallied to make it a 14-12 game.
Then Anna Dudek buried a crosscourt smash to snag to victory.
Game two held well as the Loggers commanded a 10-5 lead, but
again had to work off the Wildcats
as they came back at 15-12. Shaleah
Jones lead the way with four kills
in ten attempts.
In the final game, Lindsi Weber

served 11 straight points to open the
game including two service aces as
the Loggers took on a 13-3 advantage. However, the women once
again had to fight off the Wildcats
as they worked the game to 15-8
before going down again.
The Pacific Boxers were the next
to taste the Logger power as the
Loggers once again won in three
straight matches. Johnson once
again played two solid matches in
addition to senior Vicky Crooks,
who led the team in game one with
four kills essential to the final score.
Game two served as showtime
for Anna Dudek. Her deadly jump
serve gave the Loggers a quick 6-0
advantage as she nailed two aces.
Freshman Eileen Gamache
shined on game three, scoring
seven straight points and playing
outstanding defense as the women
sealed the 15-8 decision.
Despite the winning streak, senior Lori Inman forsees a problem
that the team will have to overcome. "Our biggest problem this
past weekend was that we would
get really far ahead and then just
relax and let the teams catch up
before we finally put it away,"
Inman said. "We definitely need to
put the games away faster, because
at regionals we're going to have to
be very aggressive."

DUDEK AND CROOKS team up for Logger defense.
In addition to the continuous wins
of the women, Johnson has been
named the NCIC volleyball player
of the week. She has accounted for
28 kills, 17 digs, two aces, and five
blocks in the two wins over the
weekend.
Everything has just been going

really, really well," Melanie
Macarai said.
Next week, the Loggers face
Willamette University on Saturday
in the UPS Fieldhouse.
Results of the Central Washington match yesterday were not
available at press time.

UPS Soccer teams down competition
KRIs SHABINIAN
Staff Writer
UPS soccer continued its winning
ways with four victories last week and
only one loss. Last Wednesday, the
men's soccer team could not fight off
the offense of Seattle University dropping an NCIC game 3-0.
Seattle University scored a quick
goal in the sixth minute of the game
and the Loggers could not recover,
giving up goals in the 72 and 78
minute marks of the game. It was the
second loss for the Loggers to Seattle
this season.
On Saturday, the Loggers bounced
back from the loss to Seattle University by crushing George Fox 3-0.
Freshman Tye Tolentino scored the
first goals early in the game, including a ball he stole from the keeper and
dribbled in for the first score.
Tolentino's second goal came off
of an assist from Kevin Zamira. "We
needed to make a statement on Satur day by scoring early, then forcing
them to put their heads down and not

recover," said Zamira, commenting
on just how important it is for the
Loggers to come out quick against
the Bruins.
The Bruins did not recover from
the Loggers' quick goals, and Joe
Campell's goal before the half secured the victory. Freshman Ryan
Wittstruck continued to play well
by recording his seventh shutout of
the season.
UPS battled #2 Pacific University to a tie on Sunday. Pacific
scored the first goal of the game
seven minutes into play, when Eric
Pipher passed the ball off to Rusty
Sandusky who recorded the goal.
The Loggers' Matt Huff tied the
game up with a goal from a crossed
ball by David Ludwin.
The game remained at a tie until
the second half when Huff scored
his second goal at the 78 minute
mark. But the Boxers Eric Pipher
brought the game to its final tie in
the 83 minute.
Although the men's soccer season is long from being over, the

success of the rest of the season depends on the next few games. The
Loggers have seven road games remaining in the regular season and
they are looking for a playoff spot.
Zamira also commented on the
team's mentality for the final seven
games on the road, saying, "Coach
Reece has stressed a road warrior
mentality to steal games from these
teams on their own home fields."
The women's soccer team continued to roll over opponents with two
victories this weekend. The Loggers
shut out George Fox in a nail-biter
which ended when freshman
Michelle Moore made the game
with a winning goal on an assist
from Laura Grinstead.
The two teams played much of
the game at mid-field because of the
strong defense from both sides. But
the Loggers' defense led by goalkeepers Jen Mark and Gayle Baker
prevailed at the end. This win brings
the Loggers one step closer to earning a playoff spot.
The Loggers continued rolling

with a 3-1 victory over Pacific University. UPS was first to score when
Sarah Blawat pounded in the ball at
the 65 minute mark. Blawat scored
her second goal off of a deflection
from the Bruins goalkeeper.
To conclude her hat trick, Blawat
scored her third and final goal off of
a cross from Julie Louis to secure the
victory. Goalkeepers Jen Mark and
Gayle Baker played strong defense
holding the Boxers to one goal.
Coach Randy Hanson's team will
test their six game winning streak on
the road this weekend. The games are
crucial for the Loggers and their playoff hopes, but the team is confident.
"We just need to continue to work
hard at practice, and do what we are
doing because the desire is there,"
commented Mari Larriva on the confidence of the team and the upcoming road trip.
The Loggers' desire to reign supreme and fire for victory will be
tested this weekend in Oregon
against Willamette on Saturday and
Linfield on Sunday.

Read through a newspaper and
you will likely find stories updating
the latest "-gate" in the capital or
scandal in Hollywood. Tired of reading the same thing everyday, you
turn to the sports page to escape the
nonstop fiascoes.
Well, not so fast, my friend. With
increasing regularity, the sports page
is becoming home to stories of
money, corruption, and greed. The
Dallas Cowboys? No, college sports.
Last Friday, the University of
Michigan fired Steve Fisher, the
head basketball coach, for NCAA
rules violations. Although the infractions were minor, the university felt
he had not held the program up to
the highest standards.
Michigan is not alone. Arizona
has been accused of giving preferential academic treatment to a star
basketball player, while both Washington and Auburn football programs recently finished probation
periods. High profile investigations
seem to be endless.
The problem is that collegiate athletics have developed into cash-machines for schools . Unfortunately,
the temptation is too great; schools
cannot help but turn to illegal ways
in order to keep the cash flowing.
The scandals usually involve
men's football and basketball programs, two of the biggest sports, financially speaking. The NCAA investigations revolve mostly around
paying players to attend their school
and playing students who are below
academic standards.
Universities have become driven
by increasing their revenues at sporting events rather than by having a
school known for its academics.
Much like professional sports,
money has become the most important principle for these institutions.
Universities justify admitting a
freshman who can't even spell his
name right on his SAT's by pointing
to the benefits of the added sports
revenues. Sure, that new library is a
great addition, but the means do not
justify the ends.
It's past time for college athletic
programs to realize that they are not
the NBA or NFL. The NCAA is not
the place for paid players. With intensifying NCAA investigations,
will schools begin to abide by the
rules once again? Not likely.
As long as some schools continue
to bend the rules, the majority of universities will also. If you were Tennessee, would you stand around and
let Florida pay its recruits? No,
you'd pay your recruits too. And so
it is in college sports today.

Schmitt breaks meet record
JEANNIE LEE

Asst. Sports Editor
They just keep going and going
and going ... and the victories just keep
on coining..
The women's team has maintained
its first place standing in the NAJA
national poii. They ran into an astounding first place at the PLU meet,
with Loggers claiming the top four
finishes of the race.

They ran into an
17Stdllil(IiII1firSt place at

f/ic PLilineet with
Log.iers elaiiiiin the top
four finishes...
The Logger women scored 19
points (due to the consecutive top
four finishes) while PLU came in
second with 47 points.
Kate Schmitt smashed the meet
record coming in with a first place
finish, followed by her teammates at
places 2-3-4 and 9-10-11. Schmitt
toured the course in 17:43.8, breaking the record held by Logger Emily
Kellinan of 1994.
Andrea Boitano was not far behind
at 18:07.6 good for second, Sara
Campbell was third at 18:29.4 and

Sheri Goodwin fourth at 18:53.7.
Dana Murray rounded out the Logger scorers in ninth at 19:09.5.
"I felt really, really good about the
whole thing ... I was glad to beat the
record. As far as the team goes, everything is right on track," Schmitt
stated when asked about both the team
and her own performance.
The UPS men's cross country team

began this week ranked 11th in the
nation. The men ran into an impressive third place finish at the Pacific
Lutheran meet last Saturday.
Sophomore Dave Davis was the
top finisher for the men's team with
a third place finish in 26:03.6. Douglas Ryan followed with a tenth
place finish at 26:32.7.
"The meet was pretty much a

good race ... but it was a crazy trail,"
said Davis.
The Logger men finished with 77
points while PLU came in first with
55 and Azusa second with 63.
According to Schmitt, both the
mei!s and women's teams have
been faring extremely well, and the
future outlook for the Loggers is
only getting brighter.

Ulti-mate tourney E its UPS
JESS KOEPL

"This is a very good way to show
hail spirit."
But many of the residence halls
Last Saturday, three residence on campus showed no spirit. Six
halls competed in the first-ever teams had signed up to play, but
RriAC Ultiniale Frisbee tourna
ment. Schiff, Seward and Phihbs
halls gathered at 11:00 am. at Todd
tiotilil he
Field for three hours of throwing,
diving and catcning discs A'ter
each teim pliyed one another in a
round robin Phibbs was dei,lared
/)11(IjiIIi
the winner.
RHAC programmer Jami Questa,
freshman, set up the tournament af ter "seeing people from my hail
(Schift) playing Ultimate every day.
I thought it (the tournament) would
only three showed up on the day of
be a good way to get people together the tournament. Rcgeter had a
from other halls." Added RHAC
team, but only four girls signed up
vice-chair Ryan Mello, freshman,
(too lew to play) Todd il,ill and

I LEROY THE LOGGER I

Staff Writer

"1 Ih'Ill..('/!I 111111(1
IOiPfliuIeihI
;Ii4iouI !llUI(1ifP1
1ll eIIier froiii
ui/icr li;ill"
.iaiiiic i/iiesii
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AndersonlLangdon also signed
up, but never arrived,
With only three teams, game
play went quickly. In the first
game, Phihbs took on Schiff. After an early lead, Phibbs prevailed to win the forty minute
game, 11-5. Schiff played
Seward in the next grudge match.
Play was intense, but after the
one hour time cap, Schiff was the
winner with a 10-6 lead. The lasts
gaire pitted Phibbs against
Seward. Again, Phibbs took the
early lead, beating Seward, Ii3. With two wins and no losses,
Phibhs took the trophy.
After the tournament, pizza
was provided for everyone. Said
MeIlo, "This is where your
RHAC dues go—free food!"

Football
Oct. 18
Lewis & Clark
© Lewis & Clark
1:30 p.m.
Volleyball
Oct. 18
Willamette
© UPS
7:00 p.m.
Soccer
Oct. 18
Willamette
© Willamette
S
Oct. 19
Linfield
© Linfield
Cross Country
Oct. 18
George Fox
© George Fox
Oct. 19
Univ. of Oregon
@ Eugene

'Go

Loggers!
LSAT — GRE
GREAT PREP GREAT PRICE

Leroy had an exciting week watching the volleyball team sweep Linfield
and Pacific. "I love watching the team,"
Leroy said. "The only thing better than
a good volleyball game is a Miss
America Pageant."
Saturday he ventured outside to see
Kate Schmitt break the meet record at
PLU. "One time I ran that fast," recalls
Leroy. "But it was only because my
trailer caught on fire."
Leroy found a new friend to watch
Logger sports with this week. "Me and
Susan Pierce share a love for competition, especially to see who can eat the
most nachos in one sitting."

TEST

PREPARATION
Mon. - Thurs ................................... 7AM - 7PM
Fri. - Sun ......................................... 7AM - 5PM

Need money for tuition, books or loans?

SERVICES
206-923-0292

"Help yourself by helping others"

alpha
1216 Center St.

-

Plasma
Centers

3834044

2 blocks west of So. Tacoma Way at center & M St

PUT YOUR PARENTS
IN A HOME
Ours.
..
m
lit

EXPERIENCE JAPAN
FOR A YEAR!
RECRUITING NOW FOR

TET
wr
THE JAPAN EXCHANGE
AND TEACHING PROGRAM
'Positions: Assistant Language Teacher (ALT)
Coordlnator for International Relations (OR)
QuaIifications: Amencan citizen, best suited
for those under 35 years of age (,n principle),
obtain a BAIBS degree by 6/30'98.
Position begins: Late July 1998. One year
commitment.
'Salaryibenef its: 3,600,000 yen (approximately),
airfare, housing assistance.
Application deadline: Decener 9.i9971
Visit our table @

Commencement Bay
Bed & Breakfast
Minutes from UPS at 3312 N. Union Avenue
(253) 752-8175
hftp://bestinns. net/usa/wa/cb.html

'The Employer Expo':
Thurs. 10123197
Consulate-General of Japan
601 Union St., Suite 500,
Seattle, WA 98101
TEL: (206) 224-4374

Frost"I tip: think Prop. 677 secures jobs
when you drink
BEN HEAVNER

moral character of Washington s
workplaces. Some people have actuallv areued that Prop. 677 will
Imagine you have just graduated somehow lead to a flood of pornogfrom UPS and you have finally be- raphy or sex in the workplace.
gun your first "real" job. With your
Perhaps this argument against
fine degree from UPS and the won- Prop. 677 is based upon the idea that
derful job market we'll graduate once straight people don't have to
into, rest assured that you will have cower in fear of being fired, they will
your own desk. What would you put release their potent sexual energy
on your desk? A calendar? A nifty upon the workplace; however, I
paperweight? Maybe a picture of don't think that's what Prop. 677's
your boyfriend or girlfriend? In opponents really fear.
Washington state right now, you
People oppose Prop. 677 because
could be fired if your boss didn't like they are afraid of their own stereothat picture on your desk.
types of homosexuals. Despite the
Currently, it is perfectly legal for claimed fears of pornography and a
an employer to discriminate on the hope to defend "moral integrity," I
basis of sexual oriendon't think that
tation. If you're gay BUT3I
pornography
and your boss doesn't
has much to do
like gayness, you can
with the reasons
be fired; if you're
Prop. 677 is opstraight and your
posed. After all,
6
'
A A.
boss doesn't like it,
' employees can
you can be canned. I
already be fired
suppose it would even be legal to fire for acts of sexual haras sment.
you if you didn't feel particularly atThe opposition to Prop. 677 has a
tracted to either gender—"Why great deal to do with irrational paradon't you have a picture on your noia and very little to do with the
desk?" It doesn't matter if you're a proposition itself. Prop. 677 is not
good worker, but only if you're the about Washington state's "moral in"right type" of worker.
tegrity," despite what opponents
This current state of affairs has say. It does not attempt to teach that
prompted Washington State Propo- homosexuality is normal or abnor sition 677, which states that employ- mal, moral or immoral. It does not
ers shouldn't be allowed to discrimiask whether homosexuality is a chonate against anyone because of sen lifestyle or a biological fact. It
sexual identity—it's really quite does not even challenge the missimple. There are already laws guided stereotype of the "evil gay
against discriminating because of person." All Prop. 677 says is that
race, gender, or age: it isn't very
someone shouldn't be fired because
revolutionary to suggest that sexual
of their sexual orientation.
orientation has nothing to do with
Unfortunately, homosexuality is a
job performance.
"hot issue" in our society.
Nevertheless, Prop. 677 has faced
Oftentimes, homosexuals are acopposition from individuals and cused of seeking "special rights."
groups who are concerned about the This argument has been used to op-

pose Prop. 677. However, Prop. 677
is not about special rights—only
human rights. Prop. 677 is not about
quotas or mandates that homosexuals be hired and receive special training or education.
Prop. 677 is only seeking to rectify the fact that people in Washington State can now be fired on an almost arbitrary basis. Even if an employer merely suspects that an employee is straight or gay, they can
fire their employee with legal impunity. There is nothing to discourage
a bigoted employer from firing
someone beause they "walk funny."
To allow a performance-independent factor such as sexuality - especially percieved sexuality - to determine one's employment status is
wrong, and Prop. 677 is one way to
begin to change an unjust aspect of
the state's legal system.
As students at UPS, many of us
are not residents of Washington and
will not participate in the vote on
Prop. 677. Nevertheless, it is important to be aware ofissues of national
importance happening in our
adopted home state—the state many
of us will be working in if current
statistics on post-graduation activities remain consistent.
Laws being enacted right now will
affect each of our working lives, and
we need to play a role in our legislative system. Part of our role is to
educate ourselves. The other part is
to vote. If you are a resident of Washington or if you are interested in becoming a resident of Washington,
please call the Pierce County Election Department at (253)798-7430
so that you can register to vote. Let
your voice be heard—take a stand
in support of fair working conditions
for everyone - straight or gay - by
voting for Prop. 677.

This was an event that was open to
all, and it is too bad you did not get
a chance to attend because there
were both on and off-campus students in attendance.
We appreciate your third consecutive week of criticism. However,
some suggestions for concrete solutions to these problems would be
even more appreciated in the future.
Sincerely,
Kevin Barhydt
ASUPS President

campus at Monday night's lecture
with Ward Connerly. A group of
people were blatantly rude to Mr.
Connerly, clapping at inappropriate
times and making comments loud
enough for him to hear. Mr.
Connerly even had to ask the "cheering squad" to keep it down.
When question and answer time
rolled around, it seemed that some
people decided to throw respect out
the window and challenged Mr.
Connerly by arguing morals and asking the same question over and over.
I am not making a personal judgment
call on the beliefs of those who
spoke out, but rather on the way they
went bout expressing those beliefs.
There is a time and place for all
things. Monday night was the time
and place to express ideas, challenge
thoughts, and ask questions. Monday night was not the time or place
to be childish, uncompromising or
rude. To all the close-minded individuals who paraded around in black
shirts and carried yellow signs, I
want to say, "I appreciate your position, but grow up."
Sincerely,
Jennifer Bossard

Staff Writer

We know that it's teen said again
and again. Yourhigh school health
teacherproI'b1y warnedyou. Your
morn probaNy beged you. Now
we're simp!y asking you to listen.
The truth is, eveiyone needs to
watch their alcohoi consumption.
We're not saying
to abstain from a!cohol completely,
but we're not con-

a
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drinking either,
In the wake of
the recent deaths
from alcohol poisoning at MIT,
LSU, and Iowa State, you would
think that UPS students would
think twice about duwning those
last five shots of Jack Daniels. But
on Sept. 27 (one night after the
freshman at MIT died after attending a frat party), three students from
Harrington Hall were sent to the
hospital in critical condition after
drinking too touch tequila. Just the
next weekend, a student from
Schiff was taken a'ay by ambulance after downin:: ne too many
boiler-makers.
Perhaps the fact dial all four of
these students were freshmen says
something. But maybe not. Perhaps
many upperclassmen have learned
to hide their vomit-soaked sheets
or maybe their heusemates have
helped them wobble to the bathroom. The fact is, c-ore and more
students are drinin
themselves
sick, not just here at UPS, but on
campuses nationu.c!e.
This growing tr'-'od has aroused
the concern c'the UPS administration Last Thursday, Counseling,
Health and Weilness held two in-

ASUPS defends
Homecoming
To the Editor:
I am writing in response to
"School unity lacking in homecoming activities." You are correct in
stating that a lot of the Homecoming activities are targeted towards
groups of students (keeping in mind
that a group of students could be as
few as two students if people so desired) solely because many of the
week's activities are based on competition. However, the spirit of your
letter could not be more wrong;
Homecoming is by no means targeted solely towards Greek students.
A detailed packet on how to become involved in' Homecoming is
distributed to every club and organization, and the entire residential
housing system (not just the Greek
houses). We even go as far as to have
ASUPS Senators hand-deliver a

formational meetings about alcoho! poiconig. Many facts were
presented, including a survey of
UPS studes form the 96-97
school year. Of the 280 students
that replied. 24% said that they abstained from alcohol altogether.
This is a very
pretty statistic,
one to be put on
university mailers, touting the

A
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reputation. But
is it a realic figure? Probably
not, consioe-uig that two years
ago Harvard did the same sort of
survey, but with 140 campuses
(some 17.000+ students). This
survey found that almost 50% of
all college students not only drink,
but binge drink—every weekend.
The Harvard survey also showed
evidence that this percentage is
rising. All those facts, plus the students on campus getting so ill recently, go to show that maybe UPS
shouldn't he called the "Harvard
of the West," but instead the "University of Purging Sounds."
Next week is "Alcohol Awareness Week." There will most likely
he fliers and handouts preaching
the ill-effects of alcohol abuse,
Will it do any good 7
It's The T,'ail's opinion that if
you drink, thins; sensibly. That
means not having ttve beer bongs
and then playing quarters for
double shots. Watch your limits
Watch out for your friends, and
make sure they don't drink exce.ssively. Don't make your friends
worry about you– i.e. don't drink
to the point of near death.

packet to every Residence Hall Association to encourage them to participate in the festivities. As for
reaching off-campus students, we
are always searching for answers to
this problem and would be more than
happy to entertain any ideas that are
presented to us.
The reason participation in
Songfest is limited to groups is to
keep the event from becoming a personal talent show. While the concept
of me getting up on stage and singing "Fat Boy" by Maximillian may
be appealing to some, I would be
willing to bet most of the campus
would not want to hear me do this
performance. This is the first year
in a long time that we have not had
more residence halls and clubs and
organizations participating in the
event. Nonetheless, we will do our
best to target even more of these
groups in the future.
One must also keep in mind that
Songfest is only one night of the
weekend. What you left out of your
editorial, although it was covered in
your front page article, is the Jamaican Beach Party on Saturday night
that was co-sponsored by RHAC.
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School interest
lacking in cultural
theme year event
To the Editor:
I was excited to hear that, finally
in my senior year, UPS was going
to celebrate and share my cultural
background with the staff, faculty
and students of this campus. I was
excited that the first Latino conference in Tacoma was going to hold a
day of workshops and performances
at UPS, and that the UPS community would no longer be limited to
the occasional speaker: Unfortunately, therewas very little UPS in-

volvement and for one reason: apathy. There were posters and flyers
everywhere, The Tattler had daily
notices and each professor was given
information about it. I'm not
shocked that maybe 25 UPS staff,
faculty and students were involved
out of a community of 3000. I'm not
shocked that the majority of the students on this campus (who are white)
are apathetic when it comes to
Latino culture. This school has a
long, sad record for being apathetic
in general. I am not shocked, but
greatly disappointed to learn the
level of hypocrisy at this school;
greatly disappointed to discover that
a group of people can work hard to
offer the UPS community an opportunity to learn about other cultures,
serve it right under their noses, and
still have them turn away.
Sincerely,
Diana Latorre

Speaker didn't
receive respect
To the Editor:
I was appalled and offended at the
behavior of some members of our

Affirmative action debate rages on
Special privileges not needed

AA not reverse discrimination
KIM THOMAS

Guest Writer
Affirmative action: a controversial policy
nearing the age of thirty, a policy that has spun
the wheels of debate among people of color
and whites, men and women, citizens and government officials. It is a term that has come to
equal many other sound bytes: "quotas," "preferential treatment," and "reverse discrimination," the latter being a favorite among affir mative action opponents. Is affirmative action
reverse discrimination? No, it is not.
"Reverse discrimination" is a catchy term,
one usually used by whites, or other members
of a distinct majority in order to mask their
own feelings and beliefs of bigotry, including
racism, sexism, and homophobia. However,
upon the occasion that members of a certain
minority are found using the term, I instantly
ask myself the following: how can a person of
color or a woman (gays and lesbians should
be included here, but there are currently no
laws protecting their rights) criticize a program
that has inevitably provided an opportunity for
them to reach the so-called American dream?
Much like the argument of UC Regent Ward
Connerly, Shelby Steele claims in The ConOur Character that yes, affirmative
tent
action is reverse discrimination. He states,
"affirmative action is... a testament to white
goodwill and to black power ... ; [it] has shown
itself to be more bad than good and that
blacks... stand to lose more from it than they
gain." According to Steele, affirmative action
is a program to help whites feel better about
400 years of American oppression and a way
to help black people feel better about that oppression. Steele also claims that affirmative
action creates "a kind of demoralization, or...
self-doubt" among blacks, that it is "implie[d]

inferiority," and that "in integrated situations
where blacks must compete with whites who
may be better prepared... the individual [is
exposed] to racial as well as personal selfdoubt." Unfortunately, Steele neglects to recognize that integration does not imply equality, and that in this age of economic and social
disparity, the "normal standards" that are allegedly lowered by the preferential treatment
of affirmative action cannot, and should not,
be regarded as normal for all. And Steele's
mistake of simply disregarding other people
of color and women as beneficiaries of affirmative action is a grave one, making AfricanAmericans, once again, a familiar scapegoat.
With the recent passing of Proposition 209,
and the drafting of Proposition 187, both in
California, it becomes clear that the issue cannot be simply and conveniently tagged as a
question of black and white, it must become
one of justice or injustice.

of

LA TAWNYA ROBINSON

Staff Writer
There was a time in this country's history
where preferential treatment of certain groups
may have been seen as necessary to open some
doors to minorities. However, programs like
affirmative action are not the type of resolution that should be sought. What affirmative
action really says is that Hispanics, African
Americans, women, etc. need handouts to succeed in life. It assumes minorities need help
no matter how much merit they may possess.
Some will argue that affirmative action is
here to ensure diversity in public institutions.
You can go to any college campus that implements affirmative action and see all sorts of
different races represented. But some of the
most racially rich college campuses are some
of the least diverse because hardly anyone
makes any effort to move outside their realm
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of people. Time and education, not affirmative action, have reduced the amount of prejudice we experience now, but we all know that
discrimination still exists.
One question that would arise with the
elimination of affirmative action is how are
minorities supposed to get into college? How
do you account for minorities in the past who
were able to receive higher education when
programs like affirmative action weren't available? They set goals and worked hard to
achieve them. Don't ask the government to
make things easier for you and to require less
of you. Special lowered standards for minorities only hurt them in the long run. Many minorities find themselves overwhelmed by
college because they weren't academically
prepared in high school.
What kind of message does affirmative action send to our youth? By constantly presenting affirmative action as the key to a better
life you are telling them that no matter how
hard they try they will never be good enough.
Is that the message we want to send? When
we as a nation send our children out into the
world, we need them to know that no matter
what people say or do, they have the power to
determine their own destiny. Yes, they will
come upon some stumbling blocks such as discrimination, but that does not mean that they
can not achieve their goals on their own.
For years all sorts of racist groups have been
telling minorities that they're simply not good
enough and smart enough to compete on the
same level. By leaving programs like affirmative action behind, we can show that those accusations are false. By supporting affirmative
action we manage to perpetuate the lazy, helpless minority stereotype. Instead of moving
further away from that idea we seem to be running closer and closer to it.

PKs bring recognition to society's problems
TtRA WOODS

Guest Writer
Editor note:
I got three letters from students
upset about the Promise Keepers artide I wrote. I've never gotten that
much of a response before. It was
pretty cool, but unfortunatelyfor the
guys who wrote the letters, they
didn 't have much ofan effect on me.
It was just that three nearly identical letters telling me how wrong I
was don 't really do anything other
than help build up the defensive wall
I have.
it wasn 't until I got the following
e-mailfrom my sister whom I happen to hold in the highest esteem,
and who can influence my thought
simply by stating her own opinion.
That is, she 's damn smart and if she
thinks one way there's a reason for
it. I won 't necessarily adopt her beliefs, but will reconsider why I hold
my own. I love people like her I
guess you could say I want you all
out there to be like her And so when
we don 't run countless articles about
the SUB ladies or punk rock, but
instead on (dare I say) serious issues, issues that can in one way or
another affect many of us, please
don't start hurling insults. Think.

That's all I want you to do. If you
want to go that extra mile, think, then
write it down and send it to me. Try
to change my mind and the minds of
others who maybe read this section.
So I will run this letter that she sent
me. It supports the Promise Keepers
and what they do, and though I still
can not entirely accept them myself
(I won 't be able to until the Promise
Keepers invite women to their stadium conferences along with the
men), I have lessened my dislike of
them. You 'II see what I mean after
you read my sister's letter

The storm is passing over, Lord.
The words were being sung by a
group of African-American teenagers standing beneath the arch of
Union Station in downtown Washington, D.C. A circle of men, mostly
white, had gathered around them, and
I sat off to the side, not wanting to
interfere in what was their day.
I hadn't intended to be in D.C. for
the Promise Keepers' march. I was
there for a pair of soccer games being played at RFK stadium, and I
only discovered what I was walking
into when I tried to make hotel reservations on Thursday night. I had
heard passiig comments about the
organization—good things and

bad—but I didn't really have any
opinions of my own. As an agnostic
feminist, I was nervous about things
I had heard, but I knew I didn't hold
enough information to pass judgment. All I really knew was that I
wasn't going to be able to spend Saturday cruising the Mall as originally
planned.
By 6:00 Saturday evening, after
admiring Robert E. Lee's mother's
house for the fifth time, I knew I
needed a change of scenery, and I
decided to take my chances with the
monuments. The rally had ended an
hour earlier, and I hoped the crowd
had abated. Walking down 23rd Avenue changed my mind. I passed
thousands of men walking with their
sons, with their wives, with each
other, and they all emitted such a
strong aura of peace, that I found
myself wanting to be among them.
So when I reached the Mall and saw
it filled with tens of thousands of
Promise Keepers, I dove in. Standing at the Lincoln monument, seeing the men laughing and hugging
together, was nice. Walking across
the lawn and passing men sitting
with each other on benches, talking
in quiet, respectful tones, was sweet.
Encountering the videographer who
couldn't stop talking about how

black man, clapping hands and singing the hymn. I wondered how many
times this white man's soul had
joined as one with an AfricanAmerican and how many times together they had made music. We
have read of the speeches made by
Bill McCartney, advocating that men
be the leader in the home. We have
read the analyses of whether or not
the group is racist. But we haven't
read of the moments these men took
home with them. We haven't read of
the joy in wives' hearts when their
husbands called to say that they love
them. We haven't read of the man
who finally acknowledged his racdressed in similar blue tee shirts, ism and who strove to put it aside.
ranging in age from mid-twenties to And we haven't read of the argulate sixties. I watched as they passed ments that ensued the first time any
around a cell phone and called home. of these men announced to their
"Hi honey," they each said when the wives that as the man of the house,
other end picked up. "I'm fine. We're his word is final.
The Promise Keepers will not
all fine. I'm calling because I wanted
to tell you how much I love you. solve all of society's ills. What I disPlease know how much I love you." covered in D.C., though, is a recogAn hour later, sitting under the nition of some of those ills, and by
arch at Union Station, my eyes filled watching and listening, I suddenly
with tears as the singers reached a felt some hope that one day infidelhigh, sweet harmony that resonated ity, abuse, disrespect and racism will
within the concrete walls. I watched be unusual rather than the norm.
The storm is passing over, Lord.
as a white man, gray on top, paunchy
Well, not quite yet, but maybe we
in the middle, conservative all round,
stood shoulder to shoulder with a can see its eye.

amazing he found the experience
was enlightening. But it wasn't until I reached the Capitol that I began
to understand what these men had
experienced. There, at the top step,
overlooking the expanse of lawn
reaching to the Washington monument, stood a group of 15 men,
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Lawns suck in helpless students
JASON
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Coordinating Editor
It has been made clear to me that
recently, and for the first time in
more than two years of writing excessive, dramatic and bitchy editorials, people have actually been taking action when I moan about something. Now that, even if for only a
few issues, I have some sort of influence, I decided to address the real
problems here on campus. Soup
mysteries. Rotting animal remains.
Broken computers. Each of these
pales in comparison to what we really need to address at UPS. That
problem is, of course, Facilities Services' adamant desire to mow campus lawns despite the fact they are
thoroughly saturated by over-water ing. This combination results in row
upon row of brown, awful-looking
trenches in Karlen Quad and Seward
lawn. Hopefully my ever-so-slight
window of influence has not shut
and the fine folks (and they really
are fine folks, just great people, I like
them a lot) at Facilities Services will
either 1) let the lawn grow that extra
1/16 of an inch and wait for a less
damp day to mow or 2) not water
the lawn so much before deciding
to mow (the rain we get around here
is more than enough).
What I can't believe about the
whole lawn situation is it's been going on forever. Students have slipped
into resignation about the whole
mess, content with the fact that there
is a very powerful person who is
personally exerting his influence to

ensure our campus looks like a
muddy war-zone day in and day out.
Facilities Services feels no guilt
about what they do to the lawns. No
one with any power has made any
attempt to change the horrific cycle
(or at least no one has succeeded).
It's truly disheartening.
Student admissions has high
school perspectives visiting every
day and parents visit by the droves
but the school insists that these inquisitive newcomers would much
rather see fields of burrito vomit

flow iiiaiij tiiiies can Oilr
iaiiijiiisjpiides tell the
propectives that TodI
fii'hI was where
I/ni vebeart was liImedP
(with that slight touch of
guacamole—green and brown, do
you get it?) other than a lawn withgod forbid!—an extra hair-width's
growth. How many times can our
campus guides tell the prospectives
that Todd field was where
Braveheart was filmed ("The grass
is still growing back in parts") before people start to think something
is amiss.
And so it continues to rain and the
drops fall fat upon the grass as the
sprinklers (with incredible fervor,
more so than ever before) siphon
gallon upon interminable gallon on
the lawn. And Facilities Services
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stand with hoses, watering the places
that still have blades of grass rising
above the water, and the squirrels
bring out their arcs, and the crows
pluck salmon from Seward Lawn,
and students drown quietly in their
watery graves. And then, when the
morass reaches that point where land
and water coexist in a realm of perfect equilibrium, in comes the heavy
machinery to chum this swamp into
what Matthew Modine once called
"a world of shit."
What's so amazing is that there are
many simple solutions to what is a
very disturbing uncorrected problem. Just don't water the lawns so
much. Or get better drainage if you
harbor some over-watering fetish
deep within your soul that the combined desires of the student body and
your superiors can't drive out of you.
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Or don't use the 12-ton lawnmower
on such soft ground. Or don't mow
when your foot sinks more than five
inches into the ground.
I'm waiting for the time when a
Facilities Services official is mired
in Todd Field, his lawnmower stuck
in mud and an ocean of water rising
up around him. As the mutant squirrel-sharks that evolved to adapt to
the adverse conditions of the University begin to circle his lawn
mower and the man's death becomes
inevitable, I'll toss meat soup from
the SUB at the furry dorsal fins to
incite their feverous hunger and I'll
finally feel satisfaction.
On a consistent basis the lawns of
UPS really look terrible and it's
about time somebody makes the
less-than-overwhelming effort to
change things.
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UPS's student art
and literary
magazine, is still
accepting
submissions...
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* ENTRIES IN
POETRY, PROSE,
PHOTOGRAPHY
AND ART ARE
NOW DUE OCT. 17.
MILY VISION & CONTACT LENS CENTER
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NOW HIRING!

The Puget Sound Trail is

The Link—Puget Sound's Phonathon, is now hiring current
students to call alumni, parents and friends of the University
in efforts to raise funds used to support the University of
Puget Sound.
We are looking for dependable and enthusiastic people who
have strong communication skills and enjoy working as a team.
if you have these qualities and want to enhance your professional
future, then you have an opportunity to join us. Valuable
experience in public relations, communications, and marketing
is waiting for you.

DR. STANLEY W. PUGH
OPTOMETRIST

FAM1LY VISION &
CONTACT LENS CENTER
Friendly Lye Car. SInce 1963

Wide Selection Of
Frames & Contact Lenses
Ask Us About
Refractive (Laser) Surgery
Student
Discounts

759-5679
2514 North Adams

Evenings
Appts

Editorial Policy

Starting salary is $6.20/hour + bonuses. Minimum commitment
of two nights per week is required.Evening shifts run MondayThursday 5:45-9:15 p.m., and Sunday 4:00-7:30 p.m.
if you are interested in becoming a part of The Link Team, please
call The Office of Annual Giving (756-3502) or stop by Jones 205
for more information and an application. Application Deadline
is Wednesday, October 15th at 5:00 p.m.

published weekly by the
Associated Students of the
University of Puget Sound.
Opinions and advertisements do
not necessarily reflect the view of
the Associated Students, the
University or its Board of
Trustees. Staff Editorials are the
opinion of the majority of the core
staff Articles in the Opinions
section are printed at the
discretion of the Opinions Editor
and do not necessarily reflect the
views of this newspaper. The
Trail reserves the right not to
print letters over two hundred
words and to edit any letters
printed. All letters must have
a signature and a phone
number and are due no later
than Tuesdays at noon.
Anonymous letters will not be
printed. Letters may be sent to:

The Puget Sound Trail
University of Puget Sound
1500 N. Warner
Tacoma,WA 98416
trail@ups.edu
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ASUPS Popular Entertainment
presents
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OCTOBER 29 @ 8M
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ONLY $5 00
.

Tickets are available at the
information Center

Questions about
whats happening
on campus?
Dial x3316 for the
"What's UPS?" line.

From the desk of President

12nlportant

Susan ResneckPierce

Phone Mumbers

rrhings to do today:

I
For on campus:
Security x3311
Pizza Cellar xFOOD
KUPS Request Line x3267 (keep trying, i
circuits are busy)
ASUPS x3600
I
I
President Pierce x3209

L1 Disband Greek system
t Sell business school
LRaise tuition

For Loggers:
Cliff's Precision Saw & Tool Sharpening
531-1114

j Embezzle $42 million
Deny tenure to female professors
'Photo-op with token minority students

For Greeks:
Kiddie Corral Child Care 531-1902

LI Mail resume to Reed College

For Independents:
Great Expectations Services for Singles
759-DATE

ri Bitch-slap Dean Kay
FJ Play Doom

For unruly roommates:
Evict-A-Quick Division of Property
Control 1-800-216-2422

'Inflate grades
Change mascot from Logger to spotted owl
L1 Change school colors to pink and turquoise

For Californian students:
Artistic Plastic Surgery 756-0933
AirTouch Paging 925-2370

Cut down the tree with four barks
Form ska band

For the baseball team:
Gamblers' Anonymous 925-3203

Contents of this week's Trail
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For recreation:
Big Toy 1-800-426-9788
All American Strip-O-Rama
1-800-564-1092
I

For free money:
Swedish Medical Center Division of
Reproductive Technologies 386-6066
Alpha Plasma Center 383-4044
Miekle & Wood, Slip and Fall Personal
InjuryAttorneys272-522O
For trees, bees, and cheese:
Firview Trees 'N Bees 1-800-696-UCUT
Vinotique Cheese Shop 474-1460

I General:
I Morton's Salt 1-800-SALT-TIPS

L-----------------------j
The Combat Zone is intended as a satirical work and, as
such, has been set apart from the rest of this paper. The
views and opinions expressed by the Combat Zone do
not necessarily reflect those of The TraiI ASUPS, or the
University of Puget Sound. But they should.

The Puget Sound Trail Warning If swallowed do not induce
vomiting.
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